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For the modern world, the Ara Pacis Augustae (Altar of Augustan Peace) has come to symbolize the artistic, political, and social achievements of the early Roman Empire, just as the Parthenon at Athens has for Classical ~r e e c e . ' Constructed between 13 and 9 B.C.E. in the northern Campus Martius in Rome, the altar was closely associated with a giant sundial, the Horologium-Solarium (Fig. 1) . Architecturally, the Ara Pacis conflates two types of structure: a Greek form of altar raised on a high podium, and an enclosing rectangular screen wall that resembles a Roman janus with doorways in its east and west facades.' Beginning in the sixteenth century, the remains of the monument were excavated in several campaigns; since the 1930s the reconstituted structure has been on public display in its own protective shell, now being replaced by a new one, designed by Richard Meier, which should be completed late in 2002.3 Because of its relatively complete state of preservation and the high quality of its extensive sculptural decoration, the Ara Pacis has overshadowed other monuments, like the Forum of Augustus, that perhaps have an equal or better claim to represent Augustus's p i n~i~a t e .~ Nevertheless, we use the Ara Pacis confidently as one of the primary structures for viewing Augustan Rome, even though our understanding of the monument is far from secure.
In 1907, Johannes Sieveking proposed that the southern panel relief on the west end of the screen surrounding the Ara Pacis represented the sacrifice of a brood sow by the Trojan hero and Roman ancestor Aeneas, following his arrival in Latium (Fig. 2) .5 Three ancient authors, Virgil, Dionysios of Halikarnassos, and Varro, provide versions of this story that seem to correspond with details presented on the relief. For nearly a century, archaeologists and historians of ancient art have accepted this identification almost without question and have used the scene as a keystone in attempts to discover the meaning of the m o n~m e n t .~ The composition, carved over two joining blocks, focuses on a rustic garlanded altar in front of a tree. At the right are two adult men, both holding staffs;' at the left are two younger individuals, one of whom leads a sow toward the altar. In the background at upper left we can see a small temple whose open end frames two seated male divinities within. The adult nearest the altar is usually identified as the sacrificant, Aeneas, preparing to offer the animal to the Penates, accompanied by the second adult figure, either his son Iulus/Ascanius or his companion Achates.
The purpose of this article is to question the traditional identification of the scene. I will then propose a new and different interpretation of the way this one relief relates to the sculptural program of the Ara Pacis as a whole, to Augustus's use of art and history, and to modern art historical theory and methodology.
The Composition and Iconography of the Panel
In general, the composition on the Ara Pacis relief conforms to an established Roman type, derived from Hellenistic representations, with a central altar flanked by one or more sacrificants along with the animal victim and attendants, who enter from one side.8 The altar may be cylindrical or cubical or stand on tripod legs; the officiating individuals usually have their heads veiled (capite velato) and hold a shallow offering bowl (patera)for pouring libations; at least one assistant leads or urges on the animal victim while others carry trays of offerings or hold ritual equipment. The presence and number of spectators vary. Architectural elements, vegetation, or other landscape features are sometimes added in the background to suggest generic settings or specific locations. So standard is this iconography that it can be considered an artistic topos, whose specific meaning depends on the identity of the "cast of characters" and other details."
Since much recent discussion of the Ara Pacis panel has proceeded from the premise that its subject has already been determined, it seems worthwhile to begin instead with a closer examination of the relief itself before moving on to wider interpretations (Fig. 3) . The visual focus of the relief is the central rustic altar in the foreground, carved to represent rough, unworked stones that have been piled up and draped with a garland of laurel leaves. The trunk of an oak tree with foliage rises behind the altar, dividing the scene into two unequal parts. Within each part, the compositional elements differ: the two foreground figures to the right of the altar are nearly as tall as the relief is high, they do not overlap one another, and together they occupy more than half the width of the panel. To the left of the altar the elements are compressed and set in at least three overlapping planes of relief: in the foreground a sow, in the middle distance the two attendants, and in the background a low hill surmounted by a temple.
Of the four human figures on the relief, the sacrificant to the right of the altar is the most prominent because of his position near the center and the frontal pose of his body. He is a mature, barefoot, and bearded man in archaic costume, the toga sine tunica, which leaves most of his chest and right shoulder and arm bare. Pliny tells us that the statues of the early kings of Rome erected on the Capitoline were similarly garbed.10 The sacrificant wears the toga capite uelato over a laurel wreath, traits shared on the other remains of the monument only by Augustus in the south frieze. Although he possesses a muscular, classicizing body, his torso has begun to thicken, indicating that he is middle-aged." His deep-set eye and pronounced naso-labial fold agree with this assessment.
Stylistically, the loose, shaggy locks of the sacrificant's hair, including the beard, and slightly parted lips are features that seem characteristic of Hellenistic sculpture; like much Augustan art, this figure draws from several sources. Similar 1 Ara Pacis and HorologiumSolarium, northern Campus Martius, Rome, reconstruction drawing (author, after Edmund Buchner) features characterize the relief head of Aion (Eternity) on the slightly earlier Zoilos Monument from Aphrodisias in Asia Minor (Fig. 4) .12 Since representations of middle age are uncommon on the Ara Pacis, where youthful and idealized faces are the rule, the maturity of our figure seems a distinct characteristic of his identity. '' In the crook of his left arm he cradles a long staff, probably a scepter, since a spear would be inappropriate for a togatus (figure draped in a toga) at a sacrifice,14 and he extends his right hand (now missing) over the altar. Originally, he may have been pouring a libation from a patera, as is common in similar sacrifice scenes belonging to this iconographic topos. A number of other paterae appear elsewhere in the decoration of the Ara pacis.15 Although Virgil's Aeneas was once instructed to veil his head for a sacrifice,16 the rest of the sacrificant's representation on the relief is inconsistent with the usual iconography of Aeneas in the late Republic and early Imperial period as young, armored, and often beardless.'' The characteristic depiction of Aeneas shows the pious warrior who carries his aged father and leads his young son out of Troy on the night it fell.'' This iconography, already well established throughout central Italy by the fourth century B.C.E. in a variety of media, continued well into the Roman Imperial period. He was represented in this guise, for example, in one of the sculptural assemblages in the hemicycles of the Forum of Augustus; this statue has not survived, but a wall painting from Pompeii and several sculptural copies or adaptations allow us to imagine how it may have looked.lg A similar sculptural group served as an acrota'um atop the major temple of Augustus's cult in Rome, the templum novum divi Augusti, begun .by Tiberius after his predecessor's death in 14
C.E. and dedicated by Caligula in 37 c.E., at which time the building was also depicted on coins.20
To explain the differences between the standard iconography of Aeneas and the individual on the Ara Pacis relief, 4 Zoilos Monument, head of Aion, Aphrodisias (photo: New branches have been trimmed away.*' The long sleeve inYork University Excavations at Aphrodisias) dicates that he is not a Roman, and the position of his shoulder-almost level with that of the sacrificant-shows that he must be an adult. Moreover, the staff is too long to be the pedum of Iulus/Ascanius; instead, it complements the long staff or scepter that the sacrificant holds. The two Stefan Weinstock suggested that the Ara Pacis depicts not the figures are adults, therefore, and equals rather than father hero's sacrifice on his arrival in Italy but a later one, when and son. Aeneas is a venerable king and his son Iulus/Ascanius is On the left side of the panel, two barefoot attendants grown.21 This interpretation, however, ignores the traditional approach the altar, clad in short tunics and wearing laurel wreaths. The figure on the far left bends forward slightly and urges on a sow, the sacrificial victim.28 Closer to the center, slightly overlapped by the altar, stands a second attendant with a fringed napkin, or mantele, draped over the left shoulder. His left hand supports a fluted tray (lanx) with offerings of fruit and cakes near shoulder level, and his right hand holds a pitcher (guttus) carved with crisp flutes that suggest metalware. All three ritual appurtenances have parallels elsewhere on the Ara ~a c i s ,~' thus indicating that this ceremony is specifically Roman. Because of their costume and attributes, the two attendants have been identified respectively as a victimanus (male sacrificial attendant who leads the animal victim) and a camillus (youthful male assistant at a sacrifice who holds the ritual equipment).'' The sculptors have indicated that the two youths are not identical: the individual on the left has a noticeably square, blocky head on a thick neck with a pronounced Adam's apple and wears a tunic unfastened in the exomis fashion, leaving the right shoulder bare and exposing part of the chest, now mostly sheared away. The attendant on the right has a more rectangular head with a higher forehead and delicate features, lacks an Adam's apple, and wears a short-sleeved tunic that covers the entire chest area. Over the top of the head, long locks of hair are plaited together in a braid that falls in a loop behind the occiput, with its end secured to the rest of the braid by a small band or fillet. If untied, the long tress of hair at the back would fall well below the shoulders. This braid, seen sometimes in Hellenistic sculpture, is also characteristic of Roman ~amilli.'~ Such locks presumably would be cut late in adolescence as a rite of passage.32
The camillus in the relief has sometimes been identified as Aeneas's son, Iulus/Ascanius, assisting his father.33 But Roman religious law of Augustus's time required that a camillus have two parents living, which would exclude Ascanius, whose mother died in the sack of Troy. Such rules were often projected anachronistically into the mythological past. Because the garlanded and veiled figures of the sacrificing male on the panel and Augustus in the south frieze share certain similarities, it has also been suggested that the camillus also could allude to Gaius Caesar, Augustus's adopted son and presumed heir, who was born in 20 B.C.E. The heights and facial features of both youths in the sacrifice scene, however, suggest that they are adolescent; therefore, it is unlikely that either serves as a reference to Gaius, who was only seven when the altar was founded and eleven when it was completed.54
In the foreground, the sow moves toward the altar from the left, as is standard in sacrificial scenes.35 Despite damage to the surface of the relief at this point, the outline of her teats shows clearly against the b a c k g r~u n d ,~~ and surviving traces of the trotters show that the animal is on her feet, being urged forward, as in depictions of sacrifice like the suovetaunlia (triple sacrifice of a boar, ram, and bull) on the late Republican Domitius Ahenobarbus Monument (perhaps a statue base)" and the Julio-Claudian suovetaun'lia relief in the Musee du Louvre, paris." Like all creatures on the Ara Pacis, the animal is relatively small in relation to the people, but as she lacks her thirty piglets, this cannot be the immense sow (even if scaled down) that was prophesied to Aeneas. Several early Imperial reliefs, including the Belvedere Altar in the 5 Belvedere Altar. Museo Gregoriano Profano, the Vatican (photo: courtesy Deutsches Archtiologisches Institut, Rome) Vatican (Fig. 5 ), include litters of piglets and demonstrate that sculptors were capable of depicting them.39 Moreover, we should distinguish between the sacrifice scene in literature, where the recumbent sow and her piglets are the focus, and this sacrificial scene, in which an animal is accessory, advancing toward a central altar that is the main focus.
We know of relatively few sacrifices of single pigs or sows that would be appropriate for depiction on a state monument;40 the suovetaunlia sacrifice combines the offering of a boar, a ram, and a bull. During the celebration of the Secular Games in 17 B.c.E., Augustus sacrificed a pregnant sow to the earth goddess, Terra Mater, as part of his ceremonial inauguration of a new cycle (saeculum) in Rome's e~i s t e n c e ,~~ and a coin of 16 B.C.E. depicts two men wearing togas capite velato holding a small sow over an altar, as a reference to the archaic -peace treaty between Rome and the town of Gabii during the time of the Etruscan kings (Fig. 6) . 42 We will come back to this last occasion.
In the background on the Ara Pacis relief above the animal victim and attendants is a small temple on a hill, containing the seated divinities that we assume are to be recipients of the sacrifice (Fig. 7) . Two sides of the shrine are visible, rendered in perspective as if the building were set in the distance.43 Considerable attention was devoted to its architectural details: one long side wall of ashlar blocks, three visible corner pilasters with Corinthian capitals (like those that actually frame the corners and doorways of the Ara Pacis enclosure), the tiled roof, front pediment (decorated with a patera and a pair of litui, the short staffs with curved ends held by augural priests), and floral a~r o t e r i a .~~
The highly detailed and s e phisticated architecture of the building stands in marked contrast to the rustic altar in the foreground of the panel. Nevertheless, there is a garland draped across the open facade of the shrine in the same manner as the garland draped across the altar, creating a thematic and visual link between the two constructions.
The opening at one end of the shrine is closed not by the paneled doors characteristic of temples but by a pair of low gates carved to represent wickerwork and surmounted by a row of inverted d e n t i l~.~~ Behind these gates we can see two seated figures holding long staffs. Despite their small scale it is clear that ;he figures have drapery around their thighs but bare, muscular chests; the preserved head of the figure on the left turns slightly toward the center, 3 if the pair are conversing. Although the head is worn, a detail (Fig. 8) shows that the lower part of the face extends down to the trachea at the base of the neck; this roughened area, too massive to be simply a prognathous jaw, must instead represent a full beard. These traits indicate conclusively that these individuals cannot represent the divinities mentioned in our three main literary sources. According to Virgil, Aeneas's sacrifice is to the goddess Juno; in Varro it is to the household gods; and in Dionysios it is to the Penates, in a shrine erected afterthe sacrifice took place. In any case, the Penates typically are represented as two youths, like the Dioscuri, in military garb, holding spears.46 These mature seated figures with bare upper bodies more likely represent major male deities such as Jupiter and Dis/Pluto, who are often depicted in this manner. Even though the details described here may have been too small for most Augustan viewers to appreciate from ground level in front of the Ara Pacis, it is obvious from the careful work that the sculptors knew what they intended to represent, and in antiquity the addition of paint might have enhanced the contrast between exposed flesh and drapery.
Scholars have usually argued that the occupants of the temple are observing the sacrifice at the altar, a simile for the gods observing sacrifices at the inner altar of the Ara Pacis. Recently, J h Elsner has devoted two long discussions to this issue, and he has stated that the sacrifice on the panel is the same as the one that actually took place on the inner altar of the Ara pack4' This is certainly incorrect, for Augustus specifies in the Res gestae that the magistrates, priests, and Vestals were to participate in an annual sacrifice (anniversarium sacrijicium) at the Ara ~a c i s ;~ and the frieze of the inner altar, even in its present fragmentary state, depicts the Vestals and some male figures along with two bovids and a sheep; no pig is preserved. 
The Textual Evidence
Although several literary sources for the sacrifice of Aeneas belong to the Augustan period, the story was well known at least from the late ~e~u b l i c .~' It is worth examining these texts in detail.
Virgil refers to the sacrifice of the sow three times in the Aeneid. As noted earlier, this epic was nearly complete at the time of the poet's death in 19 B.c.E.; thus, his version of the story was presumably well known when the Ara Pacis was conceived and constructed between 13 and 9 B.C.E. Before reaching Italy, the Trojans landed in Illyria, where a colony of fellow refugees had already settled. There, the seer Helenus warns Aeneas that in the future he will discover an animal that is to be a portent for the foundation of the town of Lavinium (Aeneid 3.388 -93) :51 I will give you signs: keep them firmly in mind. When you are in distress, by the water of a secluded stream, you will find a huge sow recumbent on the shore under the oaks, just delivered of thirty piglets. She is white and white the newborn piglets-there will be your city, and a secure rest from your labors.
On their subsequent arrival in the peninsula, Aeneas sends peaceful envoys to all the Latins, but Juno stirs up hostilities that ultimately lead to war. Tiberinus, the god of the river Tiber, appears in a dream to the restless and troubled Aeneas and repeats verbatim Helenus's earlier omen concerning the sow and her brood (Aen. 8.36-48). The next day the hero finally discovers the animal with her litter and offers all of them to Juno (Aen. 8.81-85):52 "But behold the marvelous portent that suddenly appears before your eyes, shining white through the woods with her brood the same white color, stretched out on the green bank. Pious Aeneas offers them to you, great Juno, placing her and the young on your altar."
The narrative of Dionysios of Halikarnassos is somewhat different, perhaps following an annalistic tradition and not Virgil's source.53 In this account, Aeneas is ordered by a sibyl on Mt. Ida to sail west; on landing in Italy he is to follow an animal until it wearies and there found a Aeneas and his forces land at Laurentum on the Italian coast and offer a sacrifice to Helios (Sol) for the fresh water they find there. After a meal, Aeneas sets up the images of the Trojan gods and prepares to sacrifice a gravid white sow to them. She escapes, however, and flees inland; Aeneas, recognizing the omen, follows her for twenty-four stades with a few of his men. Eventually she lies down and the next day gives birth to thirty piglets. Aeneas then sacrifices them all (Dion. Hal. 1.57.1):~' "And Aeneas sacrificed the sow, together with her brood, to his paternal gods in the very spot where a shrine now stands. The Lavinians consider this shrine sacred, and prevent all from entering it except themselves."
Finally comes Varro's account (De lingua latina 5 . 1 4 4 ) :~~ Lavinium is the first fortified settlement of the Roman race which was founded in Latium: for there are our Penates. This town was named after Lavinia, the daughter of Latinus, who married Aeneas. From here another fortified settlement was founded thirty years later: it takes its name from the white [alba] sow. She had escaped to the site of Lavinium from Aeneas's ship and there bore her piglets; from this portent a second city was created thirty years after Lavinium and called Alba Longa, because of the sow's color and the [elongated] shape of the site.
Clearly, the literary accounts do not match what we see on the Ara Pacis relief. All three versions include the sow with thirty piglets, and the latter are important because they foreshadow the founding of Alba Longa after ~a v i n i u m . '~ It can hardly be argued that the piglets have been omitted for lack of space on our since other smaller early Imperial reliefs include at least some of them, like one face of the Belvedere Altar, mentioned above, which may illustrate Helenus's prophecy to Aeneas (Fig. 5) . 59 Furthermore, Aeneas's sacrifice has no clear association with peace, and no direct connection even with Rome. In the literary versions of the story, the landing of Aeneas was connected with the foundation of Lavinium, where the portent of the sow and her young foretells the creation of Alba Longa thirty years afterward. Rhea Silvia, the mother of Romulus and Remus, came from Alba many generations after its establishment, but her relation to Aeneas's sacrifice is remote at best. Finally, Aeneas's arrival signaled the beginning of long battles between the newcomers and the native populations of Italy. His advent brought war, not peace. So strong is Aeneas's connection with war, in fact, that Weinstock once used the traditional identification of our relief to suggest that the monument to which it belongs could not be the Ara ~a c i s .~'
A New Interpretation
The iconography of the sacrificant is not consistent with that of the early Imperial Aeneas. His non-Roman adult associate is represented as an equal, not a subordinate or even a youth, let alone a child. The sow lacks her thirty piglets. The deities observing the sacrifice are not the gods mentioned in the literary accounts of Aeneas's sacrifice. The sacrificial attendants, a uzctimarius and a camillus, indicate that this is a typically Roman sacrifice, but neither individual makes a convincing Iulus/Ascanius. And, finally, Aeneas's sacrifice has nothing to do with peace and everything to do with the founding of cities other than Rome. Thus, on the grounds of both iconography and text, an identification of the scene as the sacrifice of Aeneas seems untenable.
What else could this panel relief represent? Here I think we need to consider the details the panel actually presents: two sceptered kings, one an archaic Roman by costume and the other non-Roman, offering a sow in the presence of a pair of mature male divinities, assisted by a z~ictimamusand a camzllus, and thus a Roman ritual. All the human figures are barefoot, suggesting a simpler, less sophisticated era than the Augustan age. A scene involving Numa Pompillus, the second king of Rome, fits all of these requirements.61
According to tradition, Numa (r. 715-673 B.c.E.) was the great civil and sacred lawgiver of regnal Rome. His prominent role as the founder of the original temple of Janus to serve as an "indicator of war and peace" (index belb pacisque) immediately suggests an obvious link with the janiform shape of the Ara Pacis en~losure.~' In addition, tu70 of Numa's important religious acts can be located in the Campus Martius, not far from where the Ara Pacis stood: a sacrifice to Mars to confirm the concordia between the Romans and Sabi n e~,~ãnd his establishment of the Fetial Law, which provided specific rules for waging a just war (bellu~n iustum) against foreign enemies and for framing terms for the establishment of peace.64 Dionysios of Halikarnassos even cites a specific occasion: when Numa was about to go to war with the nearby town of Fidenae he averted the hostilities and thus was able to preserve an unblemished record of peace during his reign.65
Under the Republic, the Fetiales constituted a priestly college charged with overseeing declarations of war and establishments of peace. Before Rome declared war against an enemy, restitution (rerum repetitio) was demanded in a formal procedure, which allowed the opponent thirty (or thirtythree) days to respond.66 If no satisfactory answer was forthcoming, the Fetiales convened and one member acting for the rest threw a spear into or toward the hostile territory, and war was declared. This ceremony, which originally took place at the border, later was located at a freestanding war column, the columna bellica, in the precinct of Bellona outside the pomerium (sacred boundary of the city) in the southern Campus Martius, where a small plot of land had been designated as "foreign territory" in perpetuity.67 If reparations were made in time, war was averted, and peace could be established. To seal a treaty of peace, the Romans sacrificed a sow, as is depicted on the coin of 16 B.C.E. mentioned above, which commemorated the archaic treat)' between Gabii and Rome ( Fig. 6 ).@' Although the Fetial Law was invoked a number of times during the Republic, the practice seems to have fallen into desuetude before Octavian revived (and perhaps reshaped) the tradition in 32 B.C.E. before the Battle of Actium. To establish the justness of his war against Antony, Octavian staged the fetial ceremony in the Campus Martius; since he mentions in the Res gestae that he was a fetial priest, perhaps he himself threw the traditional spear over the columna bellica on behalf An of the c~n f r a t e r n i t ) . .~~ important aspect of Octavian's propaganda at the time was the representation of Antony as "foreign" and "non-Roman," even though Cleopatra was the official enemy." There is, however, no evidence that the college was actually sent to Alexandria to demand rerum repetitio, as tradition demanded; Octavian's ceremony was a symbolic gesture to impress the people of ~o m e . "
With the final defeat and deaths of Antony and Cleopatra in 30 B.c.E., Octavian gained control of the Roman world and closed the doors of Janus as a sign that peace had been restored. Since Numa was the original founder of the temple of Janus and because he had set out the rules for establishing peace, his was a model to follow and emulate.
I propose that the Ara Pacis panel shows King Numa, originator of the Fetial Law, sacrificing a sow with a foreign king to guarantee peace. Since the emphasis is on Numa's role as peacekeeper, the other king is relegated to a position behind him, rather than facing him on the opposite side of the altar. To seal the pact an oath is sworn to the celestial and infernal gods as witnesses, a pantheon here represented by just a pair of divinities, Jupiter and Dis, the two mature male figures in the small temple on the relief. The gods are guarantors of the oath, not the recipients of the sacrifice. Most important, the rustic altar that serves as the compositional focus at the center of the scene would be the first Roman "altar of peacen-that is, a forerunner to the Augustan monument. If this interpretation is correct, then the two young sacrificial attendants could even be the children of the two kings, though this interpretation does not depend on it.'2 This identification of Numa and the sacrifice of peace is congruent with the rest of the sculptural program of the Ara Pacis. At the west end of the monument two panel reliefs flank the central entrance (Fig. 2) ; the south panel depicts Numa, while the north panel apparently showed the infants Romulus and Remus being discovered by their adoptive father, Faustulus, in the presence of their real father, Mars, the eponymous god of the Campus ~a r t i u s .~' It is clear that the two panels on the west end of the monument are meant to be understood as a pair, not only because of their structural symmetry flanking the doorway but also because of their thematic symmetry: Romulus the warrior was the first king of Rome, and Numa the peacemaker the second. Although the Romans abominated the memory of the later Etruscan kings of Rome, a long tradition approved of both Romulus, who was renowned for the arts of war, and Numa, renowned for the arts of peace. Together they offered a model for effective governance. - Thus, in a sense the west front of the Ara Pacis becomes the visual expression of Virgil's description in book 6 of the Aeneid, where Augustus appears framed between Romulus and Numa as part of the poetic vision of Rome's future empire (impmiurn) granted to Aeneas when he visits the underworld. First comes the description of Romulus as son of Mars, followed by Augustus himself, with Virgil's famous description of his world rule, and then Numa:
A son of Mars will join his grandfather's line-Romulus, whom his mother bore to the family of Trojan Assaracus. Do you see how double plumes rise upon his helmet, and how his father himself designates him for life on earth? My child, under his auspices renowned Rome will enclose her empire [imperium]on earth and her pride by heaven, and one city wall will enclose the seven hills, fortunate in her family of men. (description of Romulus, Now cast your eyes over here; behold this people, your own Romans. Here is [Augustus] Caesar, and all the descendants of Iulus who are destined to come beneath the great dome of heaven. Here, here is the man whom you have heard promised so often, Augustus Caesar, the son of a god Uulius Caesar], who will establish the golden age again among the fields where Saturn reigned once, and extend his empire [imperium]beyond the Garamants and Indians, a land that lies beyond the stars, beyond the paths of the year and the sun, where sky-bearing Atlas turns the vault of heaven, burning with stars, upon his shoulders. Even now the kingdoms beyond the Caspian Sea and the Maeotian land shudder in response to these heavenly oracles: the sevenfold mouths of the Nile roil in terror.
(description of Augustus, But who is he, standing apart, bearing the sacrifice with his head wreathed in olive twigs! I recognize the long locks and gray chin of that Roman king, who built our city on laws, when he was sent from the poor land of insignificant Cures to take control of a great power [impwium magnum].
(description of Numa, 6.808-10)'"
The Image of Nurna
Because we have accepted a blanket view from Roman authors that monarchy is "bad," almost no attention has been paid to the possible appearance of a king of Rome on the Ara Pacis apart from Romulus, who is shown as a child. Numa has also been neglected as a candidate because his image seems relatively unknown to modern s~h o l a r s h i p ,~~ in contrast to Romulus and Aeneas, both of whom have strongly developed iconographies-and, in the case of Aeneas, the authority of the Aeneid to bolster him.
Romulus and Aeneas were also considered ancestors of the gens Julia to which Augustus belonged. Nevertheless, the pm'nceps could claim descent from Numa as well as through Julius Caesar: on his mother's side, Caesar was descended from King Ancus Marcius, the grandson of Numa by his daughter.'G In addition, a well-defined tradition about Numa goes back at least to the epic poet Ennius in the third century B.c.E., as well as to an iconographic type represented by the statue of the king on the Capitoline Hill, thought to have been erected during the regal period (before 509 B.c.E.) ." AS a counterpart to Romulus, Numa features prominently in the writings of Cicero, including his works De republica, De oratore, and De natura deorum, all of which were composed near the middle of the first century B.c.E., well before Augustus's rise to power." About the time that Octavian assumed the title "Augustus" (January 17, 27 B.c.E.), Livy had recently published the first book of his history of Rome, in which the portrait of Numa as peaceful king and "culture hero" is very clearly defined as a foil to the warlike ~o m u l u s .~"
In addition, Numa acquired an iconography that consistently presents him as a mature bearded man. While we do not know in detail what his statue on the Capitoline Hill looked like, he appears on a number of coins of the first century B.C.E.~' A denarius minted by L. Pomponius Molo (ca. 97 B.c.E.?) depicts a laureate head of Apollo on the obverse and on the reverse a sacrificial scene carrying the legend mwm POMPIL (Fig. 9) (Fig. 10) .83 In the Augustan period, the tresviri monetales (the board of men responsible for minting coins) issued an unusual as in 23 B.C.E. that showed the head of Augustus on one side and the bearded head of Numa on the other, stressing the connection between the two i n d i v i d~a l s .~~ These last two coins are important because they were struck under the authority of Cnaeus Calpurnius Piso and his son, respectively; like Augustus, the Calpurnii could claim descent from Numa, and Andrew Wallace-Hadrill has tentatively hypothesized that the introduction of the "new" Augustan coinage was meant to recall Numa's putative creation of the first Roman money.85 While it is easy for us to neglect the value of ancient currency as a means of disseminating official images, these minted pieces of metal passed repeatedly through the hands and under the gaze of the public.
Numa and Augustus: Parallel Lives
Thus, Numa served as a plausible and acceptable model for Augustus to follow. Here we can concentrate on a few of the more important points of contact between the two rulers. Numa was reluctant to rule, and when he was invited by the Senate and people to become king of Rome, he accepted only when the gods confirmed his right to rule. Appropriately, with his head veiled he had the omens taken on the Capitoline Hill, accompanied by augurs and priests, and received the requested signs.86 Octavian also made a show of his reluctance to rule on a number of occasions,87 and in 27 B.C.E. when he adopted the title Augustus in January he was careful to emphasize that he was doing so with human and divine approval.88 As a number of studies have pointed out, his title is connected with the terms augur and auguly, and also with the verb augeo (to increase, enrich, bless). This occasion also illustrates Augustus's antiquarian interests and his careful attempts to legitimize himself by appealing to tradition, for a famous quote by the poet Ennius describes how Romulus had founded Rome by "august augury."sg Furthermore, Augustus and Numa, as well as Romulus, came to be considered city founder^.^'
As mentioned earlier, Numa founded the temple of Janus in the Roman Forum, whose doors were closed during peace and open in times of war.g1 Significantly, Janus remained closed throughout the king's reign. Augustus emphasizes in the Res gestae that the Senate voted to close the temple of Janus three times during his principate, the first time after the Battle of Actium, when he also took the most important Roman augury, the augurium s a~u t i s ;~~ this is also the only place in the document where he mentions his own birth, a point that will become meaningful when we turn below to the broader meaning of the Ara ~a c i s . '~ Ancient sources also credit Numa with establishing all the major priesthoods of the Roman state religi~n.'~ Some of the earliest coins of Octavian label him pontifex and augur;95 as pn'nceps, he went on to accumulate more priesthoods than any other Roman up to his day:6 culminating in his assump tion of the role of pontifx maximus in March of 12 B.c.E., while the Ara Pacis was under c o n s t r u~t i o n .~~ Eventually, Augustus linked himself with many aspects of the state religion; within the grounds of his house on the Palatine Hill he set aside plots of land for the temple of Apollo Palatinus and a shrine of Vesta, and his name was included in the Hymn of the Salii, the dancing priests of Mars. He created a new priest, the Jlamen Iulialis, to supervise the cult of the deified Julius Caesar, just as Numa had created theJlamen Quirinalis for the worship of Romulus as a god after his death. As if to underscore the importance of Augustus's religious and political affiliations, the south frieze of the Ara Pacis places him after the lictares, among men who may represent the pontijices, and at the head of the Jlamines, not among the members of his family."
Under the direction of the pontfex maximus, the pontijices were also responsible for the maintenance of the calendar, and Augustus played an active role in instituting the calendrical reforms that Julius Caesar had proposed before his assassination. Similarly, Numa was said to have reformed the calendar established by Romulus; he made January the beginning of the year and inserted the intercalary month to create a cycle that repeated itself every twenty years. 99 Numa created and reformed civic institutions, divided the country into districts, and established overseers and patrols,loO foreshadowing Augustus's division of Rome into fourteen districts (regiones), supervised by the vicomagisCri who maintained city senices and attended to the new cult of the Lares and Genius Augusti, created in the years immediately after the construction of the Ara ~acis."' Numa embellished the city with major buildings, including the Regia and the temple of Quirinus; Augustus restored the latter, and after becoming pontqex ~n a x i~n u s he had the right to in 12 B.C.E. reside at the Regia, even though he chose not to.lo2 Even the anachronistic Pythagoreanism of Numa has some interesting points of contact with Augustus's circle of intimates, including the poet virgil.lo"
Following the lengthy wars of Romulus, which increased the territory of Rome, Numa instituted peace and promoted agriculture, the rearing of children, and the proper worship of the gods.'04 These ideal goals are very similar to the objectives of Augustus's social and moral legislation, which stressed the importance of farming and increasing the size of Roman families.lo5 These are always considered the tangible benefits of peace.
The Ara Pacis as a Representation of Augustan Rule
With these links between Augustus and Numa in mind, the -decorative program of the Ara Pacis can be better understood. As the panels of the west end flank the central doorway and form a pair depicting Romulus and Numa, so the panels on the east end form another pair, with the well-known seated figures conventionally called Tellus (probably Pax hersel0 on the south sidelO%nd Roma on the north sidelo7 facing one another across the back entrance (Fig. 11) . Pax and Roma function as allegories of Peace and War.lo8 Thus, -on the southern half of the monument, the peaceful king Numa at the west end corresponds with Pax at the east end, and on the northern half the warlike Romulus at the west end corresponds with Roma on the east end.log
The peaceful panels with Numa and Pax thus frame the south processional frieze, which includes Augustus with priests and lictors, followed by members of the imperial family. To strengthen this connection, Numa and Augustus are the only male figures on the altar who are garlanded and veiled, and Livia in the south frieze and Pax on the east end panel are the only women who are garlanded and veiled.11o
A similar arrangement obtains on the north half of the enclosure wall. The end panels with Romulus and Roma frame the north processional frieze, in which the figures move parallel to those in the south frieze, perhaps representing the same procession as if seen from the opposite side."' The procession of the north frieze is often said to include senators, but very few of the togate individuals wear the distinctive senatorial shoes (calcei senatovii), and at least two camilli are present, carrying acmae, or boxes for incense."' Thus, the north frieze likely depicts more priests, followed by additional members of the family of Augustus. Richard Billows has argued in detail that the long processions constitute a supplicatio, or solemn religious celebration, offered on July 4, 13 B.c.E., the date of Augustus's return to Rome from the western provinces and the occasion for consecrating the Ara ~acis."' While Augustus embodies aspects of both Romulus and Numa, his location in the south frieze rather than the north makes it quite clear that the balance on the monument tips in the direction of peace. Underscoring this Therefore, this reidentification of the "Aeneas" panel as Numa permits a much simpler, but potentially more nuanced and unified, interpretation of the figural friezes and panels around the exterior wall of the Ara Pacis. If this interpretation is acceptable, then many earlier proposals become untenable. The panel reliefs cannot reflect foundation myths linking the origin of Rome (Romulus) with the origin of the Julian gens (~eneas),"' a reading that is prompted largely by statues of these individuals displayed in the "portrait galleries" of the hemicycles of the Forum of L4ugustus. The Forum Augusti and the Ara Pacis, however, are different monuments with different purposes; it would be simplistic to expect that all Augustan buildings repeat the same message.l18 Nor can the Ara Pacis panels illustrate beginnings of Roman institutions, in the sense that Peter Holliday has suggested, with the city represented by the wolf in the Romulus panel and the sacrificial sow standing for the Julian family in the "Aeneas" panel.ll%d although Mars may be represented as pater in the Romulus relief, there is no corresponding figure of pater Aeneas, if our bearded male represents the paternalistic Numa instead."' Without the presence of Aeneas, the identification of the peaceful goddess on one end panel as his mother Venus, rather than Pax, becomes unlikely; further-more, there is no need to connect the Ara Pacis with the theme of Trojan origins or the descent of Augustus from Aeneas.'" The pairing of Romulus and Numa, however, would illustrate Rome's original founding kings whose lives served as paradigms for Augustus's own career-a career that included an earlier warlike phase followed by a more peaceful mature phase.
This simpler, more balanced message is appropriate to the intimacy of the Ara Pacis. But art historians and archaeologists have generated complicated and obscure messages for this building demanding exegesis on the highest and most abstruse intellectual level, as if it were a complicated literary text writ in marble and not a monument to be understood with the eye. Surely the opposite is true: in order to communicate with the public, public monuments (especially in a capital city) have to convey their messages as directly as possible so that common people and foreign visitors can understand them. This is especially true of a relatively small and accessible structure like the Ara Pacis, embellished with architectural sculpture set so close to eye level that spectators are encouraged to approach, to walk around it, and to consider and reflect on the printeps and his accomplishments in a way that they could not with a larger building. The message of the Ara Pacis is about the exercise of power and the creation of a valid status quo. It concerns not only the balance of war and peace as personified by Romulus and Numa but also the continuity of that balance as personified by Augustus. Moreover, unlike an imperial forum, which creates a closed environment within its surrounding walls and colonnades,12' the physical setting of the Ara Pacis encouraged the viewer to look outward and consider the other Augustan buildings in the northern Campus Martius. This is not to say that the Ara Pacis had only a single message to convey. Recent scholarly theory has focused on the various ways in which visual narratives in sculpture serve programmatic purposes, and often these images suggest multiple levels of interpretation.12%lthough the end panels of the Ara Pacis are often compared to Hellenistic reliefs, their form and subject matter also bring to mind the famous mythological panel paintings, executed by noted Greek artists, that decorated many buildings of Augustan ~0 m e . l~' LTirgil describes similar large pictures decorating the temple of Juno in Carthage in book 1 of the Aeneid that move Aeneas to tears when he views them.125 The Ara Pacis reliefs play off the traditions of ekphrasis in part by introducing change; its panels, after all, are not paintings but sculpture, they are Roman creations rather than Greek imports, their mythological or allegorical themes are Roman, not Hellenic, and they decorate the exterior walls of an altar precinct honoring Augustus's peace, not the interior of a building.12"
The Ara Pacis as a Monarchical Statement
Modern scholarship has also accepted at face value Augustus's public characterization of himself as nonmonarchical."' But surely such a view is naive: the Ara Pacis, with its themes of peace and war, refers to King Numa and Romulus and is part of a larger building program in the northern Campus Martius whose major components emphasize the unique position of Augustus with respect to contemporary Romans and to cosmic tirne.lz8
The altar was built in a section of the Campus Martius that Augustus had developed privately, probably beginning as early as 30 B.C.E. (Fig. 1) .lZ9 In the distance, viewers could also see the mausoleum of Augustus, the largest Roman tomb built at that time and a clear dynastic statement, with two granite obelisks from Egypt flanking its doorway; later, after the death of Augustus in 14 c.E., they could read the Res gestae, inscribed at his request on bronze columns or tablets and set up there as well, perhaps attached to the bases of the obelisks.1g0 Next to the Ara Pacis, and constructed at the same time, stood the Horologium-Solarium, a giant sundial.'" The sundial contained a political dimension, since the granite obelisk that sewed as its gnomon (pointer) was a royal monument of pharaonic Egypt, here the private possession of the princeps.'" To reinforce this point, the obelisk was dedicated in 10 B.C.E. to Sol as part of the spoils of ~g y~t . ' " Sol was equated with Helios/Apollo; as Augustus's patron divinity, Apollo had helped him to victory at Actium, and Sol/ Apollo was also the god of the new s a~c u l u m .~~~h e s e elements carry perhaps a veiled claim to divine status as well, for Apollo was considered the father of Augustus, a tradition that has roots in Hellenistic ruler cult.1" In addition, Sol had a specifically Italic connection, since the god was considered the ancestor of the Latin race, following a tradition as old as the seventh century B.C.E. According to Hesiod (Theogonj 1011-16), Circe, the daughter of Helios (Sol) bore two sons to Odysseus, Agrius and Latinus; the latter became the eponymous ancestor of the tribes of Latium. At Laurentum the Trojans established two altars to Helios when they landed in Italy (Dio 1.55.2). In addition, LTarro considered Sol a Sabine god originally and equated him with Apollo (5.68). Augustus's dedication, therefore, accommodated the traditions of several Mediterranean cultures.
While it might seem strange to us that the west facade of the Altar of Augustan Peace faced the obelisk that commemorated Augustus's greatest military accomplishment, Stefan Weinstock and Erich Gruen (among others) have shown that for the Romans, "peace" really meant pacification: the successful outcome of war against one's enemies.'" Thus, peace and war are complementary, not diametrically opposed, concepts, and as a result, it was entirely appropriate in Roman terms that the Ara Pacis and Horologium-Solarium were linked.
The sundial marked the winter solstice under Capricorn, the sign under which Augustus had been conceived (64 B.c.E.) and had assumed the title of Augustus (January 17, 27 B.c.E.). Edmund Buchner has also argued that on September 23, the birthday of Augustus and the approximate date of the autumn equinox, the shadow of the gnomon would trace a line across the pavement of the sundial from west to east, pointing at sunset toward the open doorway framing the inner altar of the Ara Pacis, an opening flanked by the reliefs depicting the infant Romulus and the mature Numa. Augustus's birthday had already become a public festival and the occasion for a supplicatio after the conquest of Egypt, so the creation nvenq years later of a cosmic clock that marked this date was both a scientific and a religious triumph celebrating a day that was Berkeley, 1978, 128-29; Fulvio Canciani, "hineias," in LI,lIC, vol. 1, pt. 1 (1981 ), 391, no. 165, vol. 1, pt. 2 (1993 fig. 114 .
7. The head of one figure, formerly assigned to the far right corner of the panel, is now thought to belong to the northern relief that depicts Roma on the east end of the monument and may represent the head of Honos or the Genius Populi Romani: Simon, 1968 (as in n. 6), pl. 29: Settis (as in n. 6), 412; Koeppel, 110, 115, no. 3,  fig. 7 ; and Kuttner (as in n . 6), 20.
8. Ryberg, 1955 (as in n. 6) , remains the basic study of Roman sacrificial iconography. For altars to the Lares Augusti, the decoration of which often includes sacrificial scenes, see Michael Hano, "A l'origine du culte imperial: Les autels des Lares Auglrsti; Recherches sur les themes iconographiques et leur signification," in A. VR11: vol. 2 (1986) 9. Thus, an Antonine medallion depicting Aeneas, for example, has sometimes been adduced as a direct adaptation of the Ara Pacis panel. \$l~ile the composition is similar, the figures differ from those on our relief: the sacrificing Aeneas is armored and wears a military cloak, while his young son behind him is a diminutive figure. The figures stand in front of a large tetrastyle temple. In any case, the medallion cannot be used as proof that the , *a Pacis relief represented Aeneas 150 years earlier: Enrico Paribeni, "Askanios," in LI.tI (:, vol. 2, pt. 1 (1984), 860-63, esp. 861, no. 15 (=.%neias 152), vol. 2, pt. 2 (plates), 630, no. 15; Francesco Gnecchi, IJledaglzonz Romanz, vol. 2 (Milan: \' . Hoepli, 1912), 35, no. 84, pl. 66.6; Ferdinand0 Castagnoli, I,auinzum, vol Julius Zoilos (Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 1993), 45-48, figs. 8,9, pls. 20, 21,32. 13. Older indixlduals include, in the south frieze, $23 (a Jamen), $28 (Agrippa), and S-44 (an older man with an extremely large head). Many of the heads in the north frieze are restored, but N-39 represents a veiled old woman in low relief. She turns her head over her right shoulder, and two deeply cut naso-labial folds are visible even though the upper part of her face has sheared away.
14.\Veinstock, 57, though Zanker, 204, identifies it as a spear in token of his rule.
15. Kleiner, 93, states, "Aeneas has a patvn in his right hand and, with his left, he pours a libation on the altar." The first observation may be correct, though the wrist and hand are missing. The left hand, however, supports the staff and is nowhere near the altar. A patrra is carved on the tympanum of the small shrine on the relief. One ramzll~rsin the north frieze, N-7, also carries another (Koeppel, no. 7,  fig. 18 ), and paterueof nvo types are carved on the inner face of the precinct wall. Overall, patvaeare the most frequently represented sacrificial vessels on the Ara Pacis.
16. The seer Helenus tells him to cover his head with his purple robe (amictus),not a toga, when he comes to establish altars (note the plural) on the shores of Italy (Ameid [hen.] 3.403-5): "quin ubi tranmissae steterint trans aequora classes / et positis aris iam vota in litore solves, / purpureo velare comas adopertus amictu. . . ."
15. On the iconography of Aeneas, see Galinsky, 1969 (as in n. 6), passim; Canciani (as in n. 6); Zanker, KaiserAugistus, 411, fig. 190 . A marble relief in London telescopes the events connected with Aeneas's arrival: sow, city, hero, and one of his ships are all present in the same scene: Settis (as in n. 6), 411, fig. 190; I>Il\/I(:, vol. 1, pt. 1 (1981), 391, no. 168, pl. 307. 18. As described in, for example, Aen. 2.705-29. See Canciani (as in n. 6); Peter Aichholzer, Darstellungen romisrhrr Sagen, University of I'ienna, 1983, 160; JV. Fuchs, "Die Bildgeschichte der Flucht des Aeneas," in A, VRII; vol. 1, fasc. 4 (1973) (Galinsky, 1969 [as in n. 61, fig. 2; Zanker, 3.5, fig. 27 ) and the altar to the gens riupsta at Carthage (Louis Poinssot, L'autel de la Gens auguta iL Carthap, Notes et documents. 10 [Paris: Vuibert. 19291, 5-38. pls. 1-16; Ryberg, 1955 [as in n. 61, 89-90; Galinsky, 1969 [as in n. 6] 42 (1927): 129-47, suppl. pls. 15-19 ; Henner von Hesberg, "Archiologische Denkmaler zu den rdmischen Gottergestalten," in AXRW vol. 2, fasc. 17 (1981 ), sec. 2, 1048 Kleiner, 51, 32, fig. 32. 19 .Via dell'Abondanza painting at Pompeii: Zanker, 202, fig. 156a ; Jean Gage, "Romulus-Augustus," 1Milangrs de IEcole Ei-nncaisr d p Rome 47 (1930): 141-42, fig. 3 . A painted parody of the group exisrs; for recent discussion, see Mariette De Vos, "La fuga di Enea in pitture del I secolo d.C.," KolnerJahrbuch fur Vor-und Friihgrschichtr 24 (1991): 113-23 . Here, a distinctly youthful Aeneas in armor and (anachronistic) patrician Roman shoes carries his old father and leads his small son, the latter dressed as a Phrygian shepherd and holding the prdum (shepherd's staff). The base of a (missing) statue of Aeneas, one of a pair of pendant works discovered at the Eumachia Building in Pompeii, probably also showed the same composition as the one in the Forum of Augustus because the base reproduces the elogium from the Forum ofAugustus in Rome: Johannes A. Overbeck, Pompeji (Leipzig: W. Engelmann, 1866), vol. 1, 132. This group was duplicated in the Julio-Claudian period for a sculptural ensemble in the forum at MCrida, Spain, the decoration of which is based on that of the Forum of Augustus in Rome: Jose Luis de la Barrera Anton and Walter Trillmich, "Eine Wiederholung der Aeneas-Gruppe vom Forum Augustum samt ihrer Inschrift in Merida (Spanien)," Romischr Mittrilungen 103 (1996 ): 119-38. 20. Harold Mattingly, The Roman Impha1 Coinage, vol. 1 (London: Spink and Son, 1923 , rev. ed. 1984 , pl. \~. 1 1 6 ; idem, Coins ofthr Roman Empirr in thr British museum (London: Longmans, 1923). 133, nos. 41-43, 137, no. 69, pls. 28.6, 28.9, 29. 14. The temple has not been excavated: Duncan Fishwick, "On the Temple of Divus Augustus," Phoenix 46 (1992): 235-55; Mario Torelli, "Augustus, Divus, Templum (novum), Aedes," in LTLrE, vol. 1 (1993) , 145-46; Richardson (as in n. 1). s.v. " Augustus, Divus, Templum, [45] [46] [57] [58] . The Ara Pacis Augustae and the Ara Fortunae Reducis before it both commemorated returns of Augustus to Rome after extended absences in the provinces. These returns are not really parallel to Aeneas's initial arrival in Italy.
23. Simon, 1968 (as in n. 6), 23; Zanker, 204, concurs. 24. Augustus, Res gestar6.33 : "While I was in the process of administering my thirteenth consulship, the senate and the equestrian order and all the Roman people gave me the title 'father of the country' and decreed that it be inscribed on the vestibule of my residence and in the Senate House and in the Forum of Augustus on the base of the four-horse chariot that had been set up there for me by senatorial decree [tertium drcimum consulalum cum gerebam, srnatus rt equrster ordo populusqur Romanus uniuersus appellauit me patrrm patnae idque in vestibulo ardium mearum inscnbendum esse atque in curia rt inforo Aug. sub quadrigis, quae mihi ex s.c. positae sunt, decrruit]." 25. Achates: Studniczka (as in n. 6 ) , 923; Moretti (as in n. 6 ) , 153; Toynbee (as in n. 6 ) , 78; Koeppel, 111, no. 4; and Richard Billows, " The Religious Procession of the Ara Pacis Augustae: Augustus' Supplicatio in 13 ~.c.,"Journal of Roman Archarolog3. 6 (1993): 80-92, esp. 87 n. 23. Iulus/.Ascanius: M'einstock, 57; Simon, 1968 (as in n. 6 ) , 23; Torelli (as in n. 2), 37; La Rocca (as in n. 6). 40; and Kleiner, 93 , notes that he is an adult, but refers to him as Iulus/Ascanius. Torelli (as i n n . I ) , 71: "Aeneas sacrificing to the Penates at La~lnium assisted by Iulus-Ascanius." In an attempt to resolve the problem, Zanker, 204, calls the figure Ascanius who is "now grown into a youth." He identifies the figure's stick as a "shepherd's staff," but it lacks the curve at the top and is too long. Rose instead identifies the figure on the far right as Achates and the camillus next to the altar as Aeneas's son, despite the presence of an equally youthful uiclimarius in the scene: Rose, 1990 (as in n. 6 ) , 462, 465-66; idem, 1997 (as in n. 6 ) , 16. 26. Iulus/hscanius: G. Bermond Montanari, "hscanio," in Enciclopedia drll'artr antica, classica e orientale, vol. 1 (Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia Italians, 1958), 704-5; and Paribeni (as in n. 9 ) , vol. 2, pt. 2 (plates), 629-32. 27. For the position of the staff, cf. the figure of a hero on a relief panel of the Memmius Monument at Ephesos: Mario Torelli, "I1 monument0 efesino di Memmius: Un capolavoro dell'ideologia nobilare della fine della repubblica," in I1 rango, il rito r l'immaginr: Allr origini drlla rapprrsmtazione stmica Romana (Milan: Electa, 1997), 152-74, esp. 157, fig. 137. 28 . No pig has sunived among the animals depicted on the inner altar frieze; how~ever, see Koeppel, 29, Another garlanded attendant in a tunic in the north frieze, N-24, holds a similar guttus and has a mantek draped over the left arm: Koeppel, no. 24, 133, fig. 26; Koeppel (as in n. 3) suggests that this foreground youth with frontal body may be a member of the imperial family. On the inner altar frieze one camillus holds a guttus (Koeppel, 138, no. 1, fig. 27 ), while his companion, a victiman'us, holds a lanx at shoulder level (Koeppel, 138, no. 2, fig. 27 ). Another attendant from this frieze holds a guttus and carries an acerra (Koeppel, 141, no. 15, 142,  fig. 31 ). Cf. the youth with a tray of offerings on the Telephos frieze of the Pergamon Altar: Evamaria Schmidt, The Great Altar of Pergamon (Leipzig: TTB, 1962), pl. 67.
30. Five other figures on the . h a Pacis have been identified as possible camilli, one in the south frieze (SlO), three in the north frieze (N-7, N-24, N-38) , and one on the frieze of the inner altar. On camilli, see esp. Fless (as in n. 8).
31. La Rocca (as in n. 73-74 (1966 -67): 259-65. Elsner, 1995 decorates the walls of the precinct within w~hich the ver). ritual it portrays was enacted." Since this is incorrect, his entire theory of "deferral"-the lag between the killing of the animal and the offering of its entrails on the altar-is irrelevant. It also is not true that Roman altars were always associated with temples, as Elsner claims: the h a Martis in the Campus Martius and the h a Pacis itself are cases in point.
48. Res ge,tae 13: "aram pacis augustae Senatus pro reditu meo consacrari censuit ad Campurn Martium, in qua magistratus et sacerdotes et virgines vestales anniversarium sacrificiurn facere iussit." Oxid, Fasti 1.709-10, mentions only a single victim, but does not say what it was. Another priesthood, the fratrrs amale,, also sacrificed at the Xra Pacis during the Julio-Claudian period. On the fratre, amale,, see T'arro 5.85.
There has been little discussion about how an animal sacrifice could have taken place at the h a Pacis, and it is difficult to envision. It would be virtually impossible to bring living victims up the steep steps to the small inner altar, where there is little space for the human participants and observers to stand; any victims killed must have been put to death outside the precinct wall.
These issues merit further study. Elsner, 1991 (as in n.6), 54, argues that the recipient of the sacrifice is ambiguous, because there is no temple near the altar. The sacrifice, however, is on behalf of Xugustus, in honor of his return ("pro reditu meo") from the western provinces in 13 B.C.L.
49. Ryberg, 1955 (as in n. 6), 42, points out that "the association of a ram, steer and heifer as a triple offering is unparalleled in Roman religion"; as M'einstock, 54 and n.118, has noted, however, the sex of the animals is not clear. In 38 c .~. , the fratre, amales sacrificed a cow at the Xra Pacis on its foundation date, July 4, but we do not know how early this practice began: John Scheid and Henri Broise, "Deux nouveaux fragments des actes des fieres arvales de 1'anni.e 38 ap. J.-C.," AVklanges de 1EcoleFran~aisr de Romr 92 (1980) nam ibi dii Penates nostri. Hoc a Latini filia, quae coniuncta Aeneae, Lavinia, appellatu(rn). Hinc post triginta annos oppidum alterum conditur, Aha; id ah sue alba nominatum. Haec e navi Aeneae cum fu(g)isset Lavinium, triginta parit porcos; ex hoc prodigio post Lavinium conditum annis triginta haec urhs facta, propter colorem suis et loci naturam Alba Longa dicta." 57. Servius, ad Aen. 3.391, says that the number thirty s)mbolizes the number of years that Ascanius would rule.
58. La Rocca (as in n. 6), 40, tries, however: "Also lacking fiom the panel are the thirty piglets, surely to avoid an excessive crowding of the compositon." He sidesteps the issue of the missing piglets: "The depiction on the relief does not follo\c~ the T'irgilian source precisely, but rather a variant handed down by Dionysios of Halikarnassos." Cf. Kleiner, 93: l'ergil's poem is not fully reproduced in this panel. Instead the scene seems to be closer to a version of the story handed down by Dionysios of Halikarnassos." See also Dominique Briquel, "L'oiseau ominal, la louve de Mars, la truie feconde," .tJilanges de 17kole Fran~aise de Rome 88 (1976): 31-50. 59 . See above at n. 39. The white sow and her piglets are still a feature of ~lsual renderings of the stoiv as late as the 5th centur 67. On the colunlna brllica, see Richardson (as in n. l ) , s.v. "columna bellica," 94; Eugenio La Rocca, "Columna Bellica," in 1-TC 'K, vol. 1 (1993) , 300-301; idem, "Due mollurnellti a pianta circolare in cireo Flamznio: I1 ppndanturion e la columna R~llica," in Scott and Scott, eds. (as in 11. l o ) , 17-29.
68. See above at 11. 42. The emperor Claudius, who was scrupulous about observing Roman religious traditions, sacrificed a so\\. in the Roman Forum whenever he made a peace treaty with a foreign power: Suetonius (Suet.), Claudzus 25.12: "cum regibus foedus in for0 icit, porca caesa, ac vetere fetialium praefatione adhibita. 
